For this Valentine’s Day show someone that they are as special & unique as a rare Hawaiian Honey Creeper with a …

Limited edition life-like singing ‘Akohekohe Plush $15

Wild Republic & MFBFRP created this limited edition life-like ‘Akohekohe plush toy with real song

In order to bring more awareness to the ‘Akohekohe (aka Crested Honeycreeper), NREM GSO is supporting the Maui Forest Bird’s fundraising efforts with distribution of individual birds to students and faculty.

Maui Forest Bird Recovery Project (MFBFRP) is driven by science and dedicated to the conservation of Hawaii’s native forest ecosystems, and formed in 1997. Their mission is to develop and implement techniques that recover Maui’s endangered birds and to restore their habitats through research, development, and application of conservation techniques. Detail is available at Maui Forest Bird Recovery Project Website:

(http://www.mauiforestbirds.org/)

Your contribution would be deeply appreciated!

Please email at mplucas@hawaii.edu (current NREM GSO President) ASAP if you are interested.

This is a special limited addition bird; they will not be available for long or elsewhere!!